**Who’s Who Names Six**

By MARIANNE WHECHL

The Humanities, Fine Arts, and Social Science departments are proud to announce the list of students elected to "Who’s Who Among American College and University Students." C. J. Bailey revealed today that 1,200 students hailing from 600 American institutions will be honored for their accomplishments. This year's edition of "Who’s Who" is "To provide public recognition of the worthwhile achievement of college students and to support a student development service."

The standard quota scale based on the enrollment of each school determines the number of nominees which a school may submit. L. C.'s own quota this year was 14, and although both seniors and juniors were eligible, all six Honors candidates, each of the student's names and an enumeration of his honors and activities will be published in this year's edition of "Who’s Who."

Louise Ayres, from West Point, is a major in social science, an Honors student, and a director in religion. Active in the Coralaires for the third year, Louise was the Secretary of the Department of Psychology, secretary, worship and chairwoman. As a junior, she was assistant chairman of the Student Government Council and the WAC, a member of Alpha Kappa Theta sorority, a member of Sigma Delta Chi, an Honors student, and a member of the Social Calendar Committee. She is a senior superlative.

Mary Loyce Langford, from Jacksonville, Fla., has received an Honors major in social science, is a member of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, a member of the Student Government Council and the WAC, a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, an Honors student, and a member of the Social Calendar Committee. She is a senior superlative.

Carolyn Babb, president of the Student Body, is a music major. Active in the Student Activities Committee and the Social Calendar Committee, Carolyn is a member of the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, a member of the Student Government Council and the WAC, a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, a member of the Student Body and a member of the Social Calendar Committee. She is a senior superlative.
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Poor Response

We have just recently held several elections on the Hill. They were important in that the people selected will represent the entire student body; yet in one election 135 people voted—in another, 80. These figures are out of a possible 376 voting-age students on campus.

Last year during organizational elections, the highest voting record was not over 200. Some of the others were not even close to 100 votes. The seats were not filled.

For a long time the balloting situation has been subject to criticism. Now when half the student body, and sometimes less, chooses the leaders of the campus, it is time for steps to be taken.

We would hope that the cause for such a lethargic attitude is not indifference or ignorance on the part of the students—surely we care about the people we elect, but there seems to be a cause for complete lack of interest on the part of over half the student body.

To the Editor-

Letters to the Editor

The Student Government is to be congratulated for its recent action in imposing a three-day restriction on any boy receiving a total of seven demerits. This action means that a number of the disciplinary problems in Turner Hall, particularly the breaking of closed study halls.

A year ago, the Hill-Top News published Vol. 1, No. 1. Now, a year and many headaches later, we are celebrating the first birthday of the paper. In one year and a number of months the newspaper has been enlarged, the Newspaper Advisory Board has been set up, regular features have been added, and hundreds of students have been stirred. Our appreciation goes to everyone on the Hill who has aided in making the paper a reality.

The Newspaper Advisory Board has announced a revision of the policy pertaining to "Letters to the Editor." The letters do not have to be signed if the writer wishes, because of the possible repercussions. The editor, however, must know the person's name, and letters dealing in personalities or those that are slanderous in nature will not be printed.
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(Continued From Page One)

and is Miss LaGrange College of 1959.

Gerald Becham, also a music major, holds a LaGrange College merit scholarship. He is minoring in German and is from Thomaston. Last year he was president of the Choral Society which has belonged since a freshman, and was editor of the Social Calendar Committee. As a freshman he sang in the double quartet of B. S. U., and his fraternity is Gamma Phi Alpha. He was selected as one of the favorite students of the Hill, has become overpowered by the Teutonic numbers racket, has become so impressed with the Teutonic word for 366, the numbers racket, has become so impressed with the Teutonic word for 366, the German word for 366, the number "dreihundertsechsundsechzig," for instance. This is what is commonly known as too much of a good thing.

Sally Curtis won't be nowa-
days with her new chemistry lab coat and a railroad engineer's cap, she seems to be the bright spot among the Hill-Top Newsers. A man lounged in the back seat of her car under an influ-
cence which showed him to be unbotherable company. It was a small and rather comfortable police car in her efforts to get rid of the "guests.""}

Charles Jones, speaking of a favorite language teacher: "She gives assignments like they were going out of style."

Editor Launce Hays returned to her car to drive home after a recent late Saturday evening ses-
sion at the church. She draws away from the campus along of course I realized that she had carried with her a new and improved candi-

dence. A man lounged in the back seat of her car under an influ-
cence which showed him to be unbotherable company. It was a small and rather comfortable police car in her efforts to get rid of the "guests."

One junior girl to another: "I'm not saying a lot, but it varies from car to
car."

Mrs. Mary K. Forrell, coment-

confetti.}

Pen Points
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The Petrels have gotten too big for the field, but it is up to the Petrels to keep them there. So students of LaGrange College are part of your football program. The boys who try to reach stardom in their own way, the Panthers are Joel White, Olin Epps, and a private dressing room, and a private office.

When girls in Hawksaw said that they were looking forward to the season rolls across (Smith) in my slip and fell flat on my face. My first day in the dining hall...

The rooms on the first floor of the old gym which was opened last year for the conference tournament will be held December 11, 12, and 13. In addition to this tournament will be held December 11, 12, and 13. In addition to this tournament will be held December 11, 12, and 13. In addition to this tournament will be held December 11, 12, and 13. In addition to this...
Curtain Raisers Star Watson in Religious Drama on Nov. 20-21

What would happen if someone really tried to live like Christ? What good can one man do? What is happiness? Can anyone have happiness and follow the Master?

These questions will be raised and some answers proposed in the Curtain Raisers' production of Channing Pollock's religious drama, The Fool, on November 20 and 21 at 6:15 o'clock in Dobbs Auditorium.

Renfroe Watson, leading man and president of the Curtain Raisers, will portray Daniel Gluck, a man who determines to walk in the footsteps of the Master. Laurence Hays will play opposite Renfroe as Clara, the girl who loves Daniel and the good things of life, but must choose between the two. The crippled child who receives power to walk by faith will be played by Monica Kovar. Leland Bryant will depict the unscrupulous young millionaire who hates Daniel with a passion and incites others against him with false charges. Problems of labor and management are seen in Larry Thomas' characterization of Mr. Goodkind, a leader of the upper class who is against labor.

The supporting cast includes Bill Griffin, Jimmy McDonald, Julia Jones, Ed Nelson, Fred McQuay, Fred Dobbs, John Reed, Margaret McDonald, Suzanne Collier, Gail Woodruff, Pat McGuire, Mary Ann Wages, Ann Wheeler and Dorothy Miller.

Some students who are not members of the Curtain Raisers will appear in this play. They are Millard Backum, Jere Mitchell, Jimmy Harris, Kathryn Erwin, Virginia Robinson, and Suzanne Cooper.

Those doing "the behind the scenes" work for the production are Pat McGuire, production coordinator; Mary Ann Wages, stage manager; Bill Griffin, Renfroe Watson, Larry Thomas, Suzanne Collier, and Gail Woodruff, music and sound; Margaret McDonald and Pat McGuire, properties; Dorothy Miller, Barbara Bates, and Don Tatman; construction crew; Fred Dobbs, John Reed, Julia Jones, and Bryan Dobbs; publicity, T. J. Stewart and Betty Lowrey; usher, Andy Oden; Ann Wheeler, and Don Tatman. The set design is by Mr. Jarrell Hethcox. So important is the religious aspect of this play that letters to students have been sent out to the members of LaGrange urging them not to miss the drama.

The Fool is a moving story of Christian principles fighting for the right. This performance promises to provide not only an evening of entertainment but inspiration as well.

Letters to Editor

(Delivered From Page One)

of this they must pay $3.18 for gas and light and $8.55 for fuel. That leaves only $60.19 per month for the five persons to live on.

(Delivered From Page Two)

most of our chapel speakers had nothing to say that really appealed to college students. In other words, everyone was tired of being preached to every Thursday. Dr. McCrady, in his chapel lecture, was a speaker who certainly had something profound to say to students and the faculty alike, and his talks were interesting to those who listened. But I was embarrassed at the impoliteness, lack of respect for the speaker, and the insensitivity of others who were trying to listen, which quitted a few of our students showed during the chapel programs. Not only were people noticeably careless,
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